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INTRODUCTION
Fire is a particularly feared hazard in confined enclosures, as in spacecraft. A serious fire in an orbiting spacecraft is an event of very low probability; nevertheless, some fire threats are foreseeable.
Obvious examples include those of electrical and heating overloads, spills and resulting aerosols, energetic experiment failures, and ignition of accumulated trash [1] . The overall spacecraft fire-safety strategy considers both the prevention of, and the response to, fires. Fire prevention, of course, implies that one or more of the three general firecausing factors, namely, ignition energy, fuel, or oxygen, can be eliminated. Fire response (since fire prevention is never guaranteed) implies that provisions are in place for early warning of breakdown events, intervention to limit and suppress the resulting fire, and restoration of normal conditions following the event [2] .
This paper reviews the current state of the art in spacecraft fire safety and discusses the findings of microgravity combustion research as they relate to practical fire prevention and response. [3] .
FIRE PREVENTION IN SPACECRAFT
FIRE PREVENTION BY MATERIAL SELECTION
The major consideration in spacecraft fire prevention is that of the elimination of potential fuels. As far as possible, spacecraft materials and assemblies meet specified performance criteria of non-flammability, as determined by prior testing (on the ground). Spacecraft fire-prevention tests and standards are, for the most part, extensions of aircraft practices, but their philosophy of risk reduction differs from that of aircraft because of the parti- upon ignition. This criterion is necessary to prevent ignition events from developing into fires of any significant size. . The situationswhere flammability maybe accelerated in quiescent microgravity appearto be rare, and they correspond to very unusual scenarios forpotential spacecraft fireevents.
FLOW-ASSISTED FIRESINMICROGRAVITY
Themitigation offireseverity, ascompared tothecorresponding normal-gravity behavior, occursonlyin non-flow conditions inmicrogravity. Thisquiescent flameenvironmentis uniqueto microgravity.Normal-gravity flames generate strong, gravity-driven buoyant currents, dueto densitydifferences betweenthe combustion gasesand the surrounding atmosphere.Thesecurrentsaid the combustion reaction andthe flamespreadby removing combustion productsand introducing ambientoxygen intothe flamezone. Thelackof natural-convective flow in microgravity is the principal causeof the relatively weakflames.
In actuality,except in closed combustion chambers, spacecraft atmospheres are not quiescent.Ventilation foratmospheric conditioning andcomponent coolingprovidesa continuous flow environment. Typicalhumancrewspacecraft aredesigned to maintain a comfortable atmospheric circulation at lowsuperficial velocities, over a nominal rangeof 6 to 20 cm/s. Combustion research nowobserves that,at leastforthin cellulosic fuels,the addition of low-velocity forcedflowgreatlyincreases the microgravity flamespread. In fact, the flow-promoted microgravity flame-spread ratesmay exceedthose in comparable downward flamespreadin normal gravity (but not those in buoyancy-promoted upwardflame spread) [21] . Equallyimportant, theflammability range, definedby the limitingoxygenconcentration for flame spread, witha slow, forcedflowin microgravity is greater thanthat in corresponding downward spread [32] and approximately equal to thatfor upward spreadin normal gravity [33] .
Inthe usualcombustion test,ignitionis at oneendof a stripsample,andthe flamecan propagate onlyin the direction of the unburned fuel,regardless of the air-flow direction.Testson thincellulosic fuelswithcentral ignitionshowthatthemicrogravity flamewill propagate preferentiallyinto the flow, or in the opposed(upstream) The important qualitative conclusion of the study is that the relative responsiveness of these detectors is different in microgravity compared to normal gravity, most likely due to the differences in particle sizes and morphology.
NASA/TM--1999-209285 The liquid foam residues, however, are very difficult to remove from the spacecraft atmosphere and surfaces after fire control.
LOW-GRAVITY PERFORMANCE
The initial step in fire response is the shutoff of local and, in some cases, module air circulation. As discussed in a previous section, research has demonstrated that fires over solid surfaces in microgravity tend to self-extinguish when flow ceases.
It is unknown, however, whether an established fire of more than minimal size can be controlled merely by removal of air flow. In spreading fires, Results of recent small-scale research on venting extinguishment in low gravity offer a new venting criterion [69] .
The studies indicate that the pressure limit for suppression by venting under normal or low gravity is a function primarily of the fuel temperature.
This information suggests that rapid venting is most desirable in microgravity, with the target total pressure reduced to as low as 10 kPa. [2] .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The record of fire safety on the Shuttle confirms the adequacy of the current fire-prevention policies and prac- 
